
My Excellent Trip Album
Walking In M###### 
 Marc Cohn 
Meet Me In S# L#### 
 Judy Garland 
Last Train To C########## 
 The Monkees 
The C######### 
 James P Johnson 
Lifestyles Of The Rich And 
Famous 
 Good C######## 
 

Road trip Journal Part 3: Cocktails

In L.A. we went for a pub crawl with a twist. We left the car at the motel, 
flagged down a taxi and made our way to Hollywood.  Standard pub crawl 
rules applied, except that, in addition, each one of us would have to find a 
pair of stars on the Walk of Fame, and design a cocktail in their honour. 

 Oliver Reynolds mixed up CRUEL HAITI SANGRIA 
for the singer that knows ‘What A Girl Wants’ and MAMA 
MID-HULA for a former heavyweight boxing champion. 
 
Usain Thomson created GLASS ‘N’ RICE for the 
magician noted for their ‘Mindfreak’ TV series and RICH’S 
NEON DOLL for the actor that played Batman’s 
counterpart, Robin. 
 
Ian Atkinson concocted OIL AND DENIM for a singer-
songwriter famous for ‘Sweet Caroline’ and ‘Cracklin’ Rosie’  
and ELFISH UNDERTAKER for a ‘Lost Boy’. 
 
Morris Outhwaite shook up HAIRY OLD REV for Stan 
Laurel’s comedy partner and INSULT OR ORGASM for 
a famous jazz trumpeter. 
 
Terry Nolan blended RESTYLE PERM in honor of the 
legendary actor that has won three Academy Awards for her 
roles, and LOSING ADRENALIN for the actor most 
famous for her role in a ‘90s sci-fi show. 
 
Neil Johnson’s cocktails were RAZOR-THIN LEECH, 
for the South African born actor famous for her roles as 
Aileen Wuornos and Furiosa and DUELLING TOKEN, 
for the band leader and jazz legend for whom Stevie Wonder 
wrote a song in tribute. 

After each member of the party had pointed out their drinks’ merits it 
signalled the end of the night. 
 
“Initially I thought this was a capital idea,” slurred Morris, “but now 
I’m in a right state.” 
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SEE NEXT PAGE FOR DETAILED SOLUTION





PART 3:  Cocktails



Each drink is the anagram of the star you are looking for. Once you have that, each pair of star splus the road trip person's initials will be a state abbreviation to use on the map to do semaphore, which in order will spell "FRIEND"



Oliver Reynolds: Christina Aguilera & Mohammad Ali = OR+CA+MA = F 
Usain Thomson: Criss Angel & Chris O'Donnell = UT+CA+CO = RIan Atkinson: Neil Diamond & Kiefer Sutherland = IA+ND+KS = IMorris Outhwaite: Oliver Hardy & Louis Armstrong = MO+OH+LA = E 
Terry Nolan: Meryl Streep & Gillian Anderson = TN+MS+GA = NNeil Johnson: Charlize Theron & Duke Ellington = NJ+CT+DE = D

Jennifer

Each drink is the anagram of the star you are looking for.  Once you have that, each pair of stars plus the road trip person’s initials will be a state abbreviation to use on the map to do semaphore with the points being the state capitols.  Each member of the party making the cocktails “pointed out their drinks”, so they are center of the semaphore.

Jennifer


